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S Summary 

S.1 Introduction  

policy context 

The advance payment scheme for sex crimes and violent crimes was created to prevent unnecessary 

(extra) suffering for victims as a result of long collection periods of damage compensation. Victims 

will receive the remaining part of the compensation from the government after 8 months.1 

central research questions 

To gain insight into the risks that the government runs with this regulation (and any future exten-

sions), further information is needed about the implementation of the advance payment scheme and 

the related collection of damage compensation for sex crimes and violent crimes: what are the results 

and are improvements possible? 

S.2 Method 

demarcation 

This concerns a (financial) evaluation based on the data that the ‘Central Judicial Collection Agency’ 

(CJIB)2 registers on account of its collection task. It therefore does not constitute a comprehensive 

evaluation of the operation of the advance payment scheme, which would also involve contact with 

various other parties, such as victims or perpetrators. 

analysis 

For the analysis, collection data has been received from the CJIB off all perpetrators who were 

sentenced to a damage compensation measure for sex / violent crimes between 2011 and 2016. 

S.3 The collection process at the CJIB 

After a damage compensation measure has become irrevocable, it will be transferred to the CJIB for 

collection. The following (coercive) means can be applied in this process: 

 conservational seizure – the seizure of possessions prior to the court ruling;3 

 1st notice – the perpetrator is informed in writing of the payment obligation; 

 2nd notice – reminder also increase of 15 euro; 

 3rd notice – reminder also increase of 20 percent; 

 payment schedule – a payment schedule can be made during the collection process; 

 writ of execution – the case is transferred to a bailiff;  

                                                           
1  This moment has no consequences for collections, which are not interrupted by the compensation payment. 
2  In Dutch: “Centraal Justitieel Incassobureau” 
3  This (coercive) measure is not present in the data from the CJIB for this research period. 
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Prior to the (coercive) measure 'replacement detention’: 

 subsequent execution (replacement detention) - perpetrator already in a penal institution (PI); 

 warning of arrest - warning for perpetrators whose address is known; 

 arrest known address - arrest of perpetrators whose address is known; 

 arrest unknown address - arrest of perpetrators for whom no address is known; 

 

 replacement detention 4 – the perpetrator is detained for a maximum of 365 days.  

S.4 Analysis of deployment of (coercive) means 

The CJIB has access to a number of (coercive) means for the collection of damages for sex crimes and 

violent crimes. The use of (coercive) means takes place according to a legally determined sequence, 

based on fixed deadlines and the payment behavior of the perpetrator (s). 

number of (coercive) means per perpetrator 

To get an idea of the frequency with which a (coercive) device is used per perpetrator, the figure 

below shows the number of times that this is used for the first time as a percentage of the total number 

of perpetrators. 

 
Figure S.1: Number of 1st means as a percentage of number of perpetrators – coh. 2011 to 2013 
 

 
 

The figure shows that almost all perpetrators receive a 1st notice. Thereafter, the prevalence drops 

with each subsequent (coercive) means. This follows from the fact that the use of (coercive) means 

stops as soon as a perpetrator has paid in full and the number of fully paid items increases as the 

collection proceeds. 

                                                           
4  The term ‘replacement detention’ is perhaps ill conceived, as the obligation to pay is not lifted after detention. A more (legally) 

appropriate term would be ‘hostage’. 
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result commitment (coercive) means 

The use of a (coercive) means can induce a perpetrator to make a payment. To give an idea of the 

extent to which a (coercive) means leads to payments, the figure below shows the extent of the 

payments made after the use of a (coercive) means. The size of these payments are shown as a 

percentage of the outstanding amount of the perpetrators to whom this (coercive) means has been 

deployed. 

 

Figure S.2: Payments per means as percentage of outstanding amount per perpetrator - cohorts 
2011 to 2013 
 

 
Reader's guide: Of the cases in which a payment schedule (A) is used, the payments that have been made 
(before a subsequent means is used) constitute 50 percent of the outstanding amount in these cases.   
 

The figure shows that in the cases in which a 'Payment Scheme' is used, a relatively large part of the 

outstanding amount (50 percent) is paid after the use of this means (before a subsequent means is 

used). This also applies to the 'Compulsory Order', the 'Arrest address known' and the '1st registration'. 

little room for alternative use 

Despite the differences in results, there is little room to optimize the use of (coercive) means. All 

described (coercive) means are subsequent (legal) elements in the collection process and in combina-

tion they lead to a reduction of the financial risk for the government. 

S.5 Analysis of collection data 

financial size of collection cases per year 

The collection data relates to all perpetrators who were awarded a damage compensation measure 

between 2011 and 2016. On average, this period involves 8.9 million euros of imposed damage 

compensation measures per year. If none of the perpetrators would pay, the total write off of the 

government would be equal to this amount. 
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The figure below shows the number of collection cases (blue, left-hand axis) and the financial size of 

these cases (green, right-hand axis) for the period 2011 to 2016 inclusive. 

 

Figure S.3:  Number of recovery cases and financial size per cohort - 2011 to 2016 

 
 

The number of new collection cases is reasonably stable at around 6,000 per year. The financial size 

per cohort fluctuates more, from around 6.8 million euros in 2011 to around 10.3 million euros in 

2014. This is the result of fluctuations in the allocation of (very) large damage compensation means. 

transfer of cases to CJIB 

As soon as an imposed damage compensation measure has become irrevocable, it can be transferred to 

the CJIB for collection. The Public Prosecution Service5 uses a target period of 6 weeks for the 

transfer. The actual collection starts once a case has actually been transferred. 

 

On the basis of the data for the period 2011 up to and including 2016, approximately 50 percent of the 

cases were transferred within 6 weeks. After 12 weeks, approximately 25 percent must still be 

transferred; after 25 weeks, 9 percent. After 50 weeks, about 3 percent of the cases still have to arrive. 

At present, the average duration of transfer is shorter. In 2017 0.75 percent of the cases were trans-

ferred within 6 weeks. 

S.6 Analysis of collection 

revenue collection - year 1 to 6 

The extent to which offenders pay the outstanding amount determines the government's financial risk.  

 

The figure below shows the proceeds of the collection for the cohorts 2011 to 2013 on the (thus far) 

known duration of 6 years. This consists of the amount of the uncollected damage compensation 

(upper blue line) and the size of the payments (lower green line). This is shown for the total of these 
cohorts. And also for (the) five size categories. 

 

  

                                                           
5  In Dutch: “het Openbaar Ministerie” 
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Figure S.4: Remaining percentage and payments per size category - cohorts 2011 to 2013 
 

 
 

The figure shows that after 6 years 35 percent of the outstanding amount remains uncollected. On the 

basis of 6 years, the government must therefore write off about one third of the financial amount of 

the damage compensation measures. 

 

In addition, it becomes clear that the uncollected percentage varies greatly per size category, from 5 

percent for very small measures to 90 percent for very large measures. 

 

The uncollected amount also differs very strongly when cases are classified according to crime 

category. The figure below shows the proceeds of the collection over 6 years for the cohorts 2011 to 

2013, broken down into the 6 largest crime categories. 
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Figure S.5: Remaining percentage and payments of 6 crime categories - cohorts 2011 to 2013 
 

 
 

For each crime category, the uncollected percentage varies from 5 percent for ‘Public violence' to 78 

percent for 'Human trafficking'. This spread is closely related to the average amount of compensation 

payments per category of crime.6 

possible revenue collection - year 7 to 12 

After year six, payments will probably still continue. To give an impression of the possible size of 

these future payments, the scope of these payments has been approximated with two different 

extrapolations. These extrapolations show that after a doubling of the collection period, approximately 

3 percent to 10 percent of the outstanding amount could still be collected. 

                                                           
6  With regression analysis it is estimated that the size of total outstanding amount is the dominant explanation for the size of the payed 

amount (after a period of three years). 
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S.7 The financial risk for the government 

The financial risk for the government consists of the total costs arising from the advance payment 

scheme. These consist of the uncollected amount after the collection term and the financing costs 

during the term. 

the amount collected 

Payment data are available for a duration of 6 years. These have been supplemented with two 

extrapolations up to a term of 12 years. 

 

After a term of 6 years, the uncollected part amounts to approximately 35 percent of the outstanding 

amount. Based on the (average) financial cohort size of approximately 8.9 million euros, this amounts 

to approximately 3.1 million euros. 

 

After a term of 12 years, the uncollected part is estimated at 25 percent to 32 percent of the outstand-

ing amount. Based on the (average) financial cohort size of approximately 8.9 million euros, this 

amounts to 2.3 million to 2.9 million euros. 

 

It should be noted here that the size of the very large compensation measures fluctuates fairly strongly 

each year. Because the unpaid part of large compensation means is very high (around 90 percent), the 

uncollected part per cohort - depending on the sentencing by the judge - may occasionally be 1 to 1.5 

million higher. In that case, the uncollected part amounts to 39 percent to 46 percent of the outstand-

ing amount.7 

financing costs 

The total financing costs over the 6-year term amount on average to approximately 0.3 million euros 

per cohort (3.7 percent of the outstanding amount). 

advance payment not relevant for financial risk 

Because the financial risk of the government (for the most part) consists of the uncollected part of the 

outstanding amount, the advance payment (and the resulting size of the advance) is not important for 

the financial risk of the government.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
7  Assuming the uncollected amount of the average cohort size of 8.9 mln euro becomes 1.2 mln euros higher. That is the difference 

between the largest size of the highest size category (in 2014) and the average size of this size category (over 6 years). 
8  The collection costs of the CJIB have not been addressed in this study. The financing costs over de first 8 months are limited. On 

average these amount to 0.07 mln euro per cohort (0.7% of the total outstanding amount). 


